In choices between uncertain options, information search can increase the chances of distinguishing good from bad options. However, many choices are made in the presence of other choosers who may seize the better option while one is still engaged in search. How long do (and should) people search before choosing between uncertain options in the presence of such competition? To address this question, we introduce a new experimental paradigm called the competitive sampling game. We use both simulation and empirical data to compare search and choice between competitive and solitary environments. Simulation results show that minimal search is adaptive when one expects competitors to choose quickly or is uncertain about how long competitors will search. Descriptively, we observe that competition drastically reduces information search prior to choice.
Introduction
Whether the question is what to eat, where to live, or with whom to mate, decisions are often made under competitive conditions. This holds for species ranging from humans to hermit crabs. Arguably choosier than humans are about their housing, hermit crabs are always on the look-out for new and better shells. Because the abdomen of a hermit crab is extremely vulnerable, hermit crabs need find suitable seashells to protect their vital organs in order to pass their genes on to the next generation. When a solitary crab encounters an empty shell, it thoroughly inspects the potential new home. The crab will meticulously explore the outer surface of the shell looking for holes and weak points. It will then insert its vulnerable abdomen into the shell opening to see whether the potential new home is a good fit. If the shell passes this thorough inspection, the crab may decide to discard its current shell and exchange it for the new one. However, when a group of crabs simultaneously encounters an empty shell, each individual crabs' search process is dramatically truncated. In this competitive situation, the crab nearest to the shell will make a split-second decision on whether or not to take it based on a brief visual inspection alone (Rotjan, Chabot, & Lewis, 2010) .
Swap the hermit crab for a human and the shell for a television on a clearance rack, and intuition suggests that human behavior may be similar to that of hermit crabs'. On a slow shopping day, the leisurely shopper can take his time deciding whether or not to buy the television. He can thoroughly examine the television's attributes, look up expert reviews on his smartphone, or take advantage of the wisdom of crowds by soliciting advice from friends on a social networking site. However, on a frantic shopping day like Black Friday, the same shopper is likely to behave very differently. Surrounded by dozens of other eager http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2014.06.006 0010-0277/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
